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Abstract 
The city of Antakya was the 3rd biggest city of the Empire and accordingly the world after Rome with its population of 300-
400 thousand in the Roman Empire period. Having the most magnificent structures of the period with the Hippodrome, Arena 
,Royal Palace ,theatre and baths(hammam),didn't lost its characteristics until the great earthquakes. One of the most modern 
cities of the Ancient period due to these structures, Antakya has been an empire centre where art and theatre shows and 
Olympic games were organized in terms of social structure. 
With historical , cultural and social life, Antakya has a special importance at the present day just as in the past. One of the best 
tools for introduction and symbolization of a city is cinema. For the purpose of arousing peoples' interest and maintaining the 
audience's attention, an adventure-themed screenplay is written by a person expert in this field. Reflection and fictionalization 
of the past, animation of the earthquake moment are possible only by the today's computer technology. The magnificence and 
glorious of a city lost due to earthquakes can be animated again by such  technology. 
This study aims at revitalizing the history, culture and social life of ancient cities with their environmental factors through 
computer-aided 3 dimensional (3-D) images. This study will be a tool to visualize ancient cities whose historical remaining 
did not remain intact and existence is known by books, maps, pictures, and inscriptions. 
Another important feature of this study is the fact that such an animation film that can be considered as feature-length will be 
the first in Turkey. No feature-length 3D animation film has been shot yet in our country other than the previous short 
cartoons. 
This film will be implemented at an animation studio to be established in the university without any concern for economic 
income. In modeling, fictionalization and montage of the film, academicians, master or PhD students with works and 
experiences on this subject in the Universities in European Countries will work. Additionally, this will provide to get know 
better  and identify this old ancient city. 
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1. Introduction 
In parallel with the development of Information Technology, new ones are being added to the graphic 
processes realized by three-dimensional cards (Alpha blending, Environment mapping, Fogging, Shading, 
Gouraud shading, Lens flaring, Texture mapping, Mip mapping). While the computer games are shown as the 
propulsive force in the development of the three dimensional technology in the personal computers today, in the 
near future, three dimensional applications will be a part of the operating system and the business applications 
will be three dimensional as well.  
There have been numerous studies in the world and in our country regarding the 3D imaging of the 
archaeological areas. In this study, objective was set to reanimate the history, culture, and social lives of the 
ancient towns together with their surrounding factors through computer-supported three dimensional images. This 
research was thought to be an instrument for imaging the ancient towns whose historical remains substantially did 
not reach present times and whose existence can be understood only from the books, maps, inscriptions, and 
pictures. 
The city of Antakya was the 3rd biggest city of the Empire and accordingly the world after Rome with its 
population of 300-400 thousand in the Roman Empire period.  Having the most magnificent structures of the 
period with the Hippodrome, Arena, Royal Palace, theatre and baths (hammam), didn’t lost its characteristics 
until the great earthquakes. One of the most modern cities of the Ancient period due to these structures, Antakya 
has been an empire centre where art and theatre shows and olympic games were organized in terms of social 
structure (Kaplan et al.).  
2. Material and Method  
The research consists of two large-scale stages. In the first stage, it was aimed at reanimating the Ancient 
Period Antakya province in the light of the historical data and resolutions of the expert group (2009-2012). In the 
second stage, it was planned to make an animation film that takes place in this modeled town (2012-2014). 
Research was commenced primarily with the modeling of the city of Antakya. This long-run research required 
bringing together different methods since it was based on a study that had scientific, social, and aesthetical 
features. With this objective in my mind, a path in the form of Data Collection, Analysis, Modeling, Overlying, 
and Rendering was followed. Modeled in the city of Ancient Antioch is shown in Figure 1. 
 
Fig. 1. Modeled Ancient Antakya City 
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Subsequent to these stages, two different methods were envisaged. First, dramatic animations with scripts 
containing characters from the models obtained, different routes, and different viewpoints were produced. In 
addition to the presentation of animation, other method considered was to write the obtained model city into a 
real-time “game engine.” It was thought that the game engine would ensure a simultaneous rendering from the 
model. Thanks to this, within the ancient town, the user and researcher will be able to travel in the route that 
he/she wishes. 
In Scenario I, the envisaged animations were obtained. It was considered that such images can be used for 
educational, promotional, and research-based purposes. To that end, the animations were recorded in DVD 
format by adding an introductory interface. Other method applied as Scenario II is the use of a game engine. In 
these render engines written in C++ computer language, all the graphics must be written into the engine 
mathematically. It is thought that subsequent to the required literature study and researches, a render engine with 
an open source code will be used. With the use of the game engine, the user or researcher will be able to go to 
any desired point within the ancient city. Thanks to the software feature, it is possible to have simultaneous 
render images depending on the camera. In this way, a unique wealth of images will be provided.  
All the 2D drawings and maps produced prior to the modeling were presented to the project group and experts 
not included in the project. All the data prepared were selected through the decisions of this experts’ group. 
Making a decision on the locations and places that will be modeled, the time periods were determined in this 
stage. Also, by determining the characters that will be produced, decision was made regarding their dialogues and 
scenarios.  
3. Ancient Antakya City Modeling and Animation 
In the research, the structures that would be primarily modeled were selected and their source information was 
gathered. To do this, Downey’s map (1963) about the ancient city of Antakya was taken into account(Figure 2). 
 
 
Fig. 2. Modeled Ancient Antakya City 
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In this research regarding the modeling of the ancient city of Antakya, the time period was chosen to be the 
Hellenistic period. The structures within the town that were subject to modeling are as follows: Antakya city and 
nearby area land model, Street with Columns (Colonnaded Street), Royal Palace, Hippodrome, Nyphenum, 
Aqueducts,  City Walls, City Gates, Theatre Building, Amphitheatre Building, Stadium - Arena, Tetrapol, Baths, 
Villas, and Residences. 
In the Antakya of the Hellenistic period, as in other grand structures, no part of the Street with Columns has 
remained today. In the modeling of the Street with Columns, some excavation notes, historical records, and 
expert commentaries were utilized. What were primarily taken as a basis were the studies of Lassus who 
conducted excavations in the 1930s in Antakya. Jean Lassus (1974) provides information in the excavation 
reports about the Street with Columns of Antakya. The Street with Columns is 11 meter beneath the present 
Antakya Kurtulus Street. 
According to the data obtained, attempt was made at modeling the Street with Columns of Ancient Antakya. 
First, the columns were formed and located in their places within the town in keeping with Downey’s map. And, 
in the dimensioning of the road widths and lengths, Lassus’s excavation notes were taken into consideration. The 
houses overlooking the Street with Columns were modeled as the structures used for shopping as Lassus 
mentioned. In the frontal design, sample frontispieces of the Roman architecture of the same era were used 
(Ward-Perkins, 1992; Robertson, 2004). 
 
Fig. 3. Colonnaded Street and Shopping Areas 
 
In ancient period, Antakya became famous for olympic games and horse chariot races organized in the 
hippodrome. These races organized in the names of Zeus and the goddess of love, Aphrodite contributed for 
Antakya to make its name within the Roman Empire. There were two big hippodromes in Ancient Antakya. 
These were situated in Defne and Island at the City centre (Downey, 1963). 
During the excavations carried out by Princeton University in 1932 in Antakya, remains of the hippodrome 
were found. As understood from the plan, east and north sides and the arena part’s interior and exterior walls of 
the hippodrome were removed. In the excavations, podium, primum maenianum, ambulacrum and secundum 
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maenianum were established. Furthermore, it is understood in these excavations that the exterior walls of the 
hippodrome are supported by columns and form a gallery. 
In this study,  the main entrance,  columns, and  galleries formed on the basis of other Roman Racecourses by 
the hippodrome facade modeled in detail. Hippodrome model, along with other structures in accordance with the 
map of Downey is located on the island. Hippodrome, and the Royal Palace on the island, even in the city's 
largest and most magnificent buildings. At the Antioch Racecourses, horse-drawn chariots for two persons 
known  one of the important events of the Olympic Games of antiquity. Even in the famous movie ''Benhur'' this 
racing scene shoots in Antioch (Jeffrey et al. 1986; Demir 1996; Eccelestone, 2009). 
One of the aims of this project, the past events are rendered in realistic therefore the track is designed in a 
crowded scene. The period of the races revitalizing by cameras placed in different angles. (Figure 4). 
 
 
Fig. 4. City and Hippodrome 
 
4. Conclusion 
The research is important as it covers different fields of science like archaeology, landscape planning, 
provincial planning, and computer-supported animation. It is an original project thanks specifically to the 
utilization of different scientific methods and the convergence of the software programs used for different areas 
like remote detection, solid modeling, and animation the research, the structures that would be primarily. 
An attempt was made at reanimating the social life of the past through character modeling and formation of 
the dramas. Hence, the research is also an original study in terms of understanding the outdoor social life and 
dimensions and distance of the recreational areas. 
The results obtained in the research are of the studies with wealth of visual quality. The images can be 
basically used for promotion, research, and education purposes. 
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Due to the nonexistence of any of the significant buildings in Ancient Antakya and to the fact that they were 
meters-beneath the present town, required excavations could not be conducted in the desired levels. For the 
modeling of the buildings that could be taken into account as the landmarks of the town of Ancient Antakya 
whose existence, plan information, and scale are clear; but no information about height, roof coating, windows, 
doors, and columns etc. is available; other Roman Ancient provincial culture literature information was utilized. 
Attention was paid to the criteria like the facts that the buildings that were taken as a sample in the modeling 
were constructed in the same period, that they bear the characteristics of the traditional Roman architecture, and 
that, if possible, they are in a location that is near Antakya. Thus, the town of Antakya modeled in this city is 
open for commentaries even if attempt was made at basing it on scientific records sufficiently. Eventually, 
visualized Ancient Antakya is the viewpoint of the project leader and the research was converted into an artistic 
work.  
5. Animation film and characters 
With historical, cultural and social life, Antakya has a special importance at the present day just as in the past. 
One of the best tools for introduction and symbolization of a city is cinema. For the purpose of arousing people’s 
interest and maintaining the audience’s attention, an adventure-themed screenplay is written by John Grant expert 
in this field. Reflection and fictionalization of the past, animation of the earthquake moment are possible only by 
the today’s computer technology. The magnificence and glorious of a city lost due to earthquakes can be 
animated again by such technology. 
Keyframes regarding the animation film were designed and modeled. In the modeling process, attempt was 
made at reflecting the spiritual traits of the characters to their physical builds (Figure 6).  
 
Fig. 5. Main characters of the film  
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In addition, storyboards, suitable for the script of the film, were prepared. Attempt was made at reanimating 
the reality of the film by means of taking keyframes from the important points of these storyboards. Another 
important feature of this study is the fact that such an animation film that can be considered as feature-length will 
be the first in Turkey. No feature-length 3D animation film has been shot yet in our country other than the 
previous short cartoons.  
This film will be implemented at an animation studio to be established in the university without any concern 
for economic income. In modeling, fictionalization and montage of the film, academicians, master or doctorate 
students with works and experiences on this subject in the Universities in European Countries will work. 
Additionally, this will provide our young people who will work in this project with a unique experience and 
future. 
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